We consider the problem of encoding the -calculus with mixed choice into the asynchronous -calculus via a uniform translation while preserving a reasonable semantics. Although it has been shown that this is not possible with an exact encoding, we suggest a randomized approach using a probabilistic extension of the asynchronous -calculus, and we show that our solution is correct with probability 1 under any proper adversary wrt a notion of testing semantics. This result establishes the basis for a distributed and symmetric implementation of mixed choice which, di erently from previous proposals in literature, does not rely on assumptions on the relative speed of processes and is robust to attacks of (fair) adversaries.
Introduction
In 17] it has been shown that the -calculus is strictly more expressive than the asynchronouscalculus, in the sense that it is not possible to encode the rst into the latter in a uniform way while preserving a reasonable semantics. Uniform essentially means homomorphic wrt the parallel and the renaming operators, and reasonable means sensitive to livelocks (divergencies) and deadlocks. This result is essentially based on the fact that in the -calculus we can de ne an algorithm for solving the leader election problem in a symmetric network, while this is not possible in the asynchronous -calculus. In 14] it is shown that the additional expressive power is due exactly to the mixed choice construct, which is characterized by the presence of both input and output guards. Homogeneous choices, i.e. choices with only input or only output guards, can be encoded uniformly without introducing divergencies or deadlocks.
The picture changes if we decide to be content with an encoding that does not preserve exactly a reasonable semantics, but it does preserve it with probability 1. To this purpose, we consider as target language a probabilistic extension of the asynchronous -calculus, pa ( 4] ), based on the probabilistic automata of Segala and Lynch ( 23, 25] ). The characteristic of this model is that it distinguishes between probabilistic and nondeterministic behavior. The rst is associated with the random choices of the process, while the second is related to the arbitrary decisions of an external scheduler. This separation allows us to reason about adverse conditions, i.e. schedulers that \try to sabotage" the encoding, by forcing the translated processes to loop. We propose an encoding that is robust wrt a large class of adversary schedulers: they can make use of all the information about the state and the history of the system, including the result of the past random choices of the processes. The only assumption we need is that the scheduler treats the output action of the asynchronous -calculus \properly", i.e. as a message that should eventually become available to the reader. In Section 5.2 we de ne formally this notion and we argue that it is a reasonable requirement.
In order to prove the correctness of the encoding we consider a variant of the notion of testing semantics ( 16] ), extended to pa , and sensitive to divergencies and deadlocks, hence \reasonable" in the sense of 17]. We will show that our encoding is correct in the sense that translated processes preserve, under any proper adversary, and with probability 1, the may and must conditions with respect to each translated observer. There have been other notions of testing semantics developed for probabilistic automata or similar systems, see 8, 7, 24] , however, those notions are formalized as orderings among probabilistic processes, and as such they would not be suitable to formulate the correctness of the encoding, which needs to be stated as a correspondence between processes of di erent kind (non-probabilistic, , and probabilistic, pa ). It is worth noting that we could not use bisimulation, barbed bisimulation, or coupled bisimulation either, not even in their weak, asynchonous versions, because these semantics are on one hand \too concrete" for the kind of translation developed here (see Section 5 for more details), and, on the other hand, they abstract wrt divergencies.
The interest in considering pa as target language lays on the fact that it can be implemented in a distributed and symmetric 1 way relatively easily: like in the asynchronous -calculus, the output actions are not allowed to have a continuation, hence they can be mapped naturally into asynchronous communication, which is the only form of communication available in a distributed architecture. A proposal for a uniform translation of pa into a distributed Java-like machine is illustrated in 4]. The condition of uniformity on the encodings of into pa and of pa into Java ensure that distribution and symmetry are preserved, thus we can argue that our results provide an approach to the symmetric and distributed implementation of the -calculus.
The distributed implementation of mixed choice, also called the binary interaction problem, has been widely investigated, as well as the more general multiway interaction problem. Most of the proposed solutions are asymmetric, see for instance 10, 19, 26] , and most of them rely on an ordering among the identi ers of the processes (or equivalently among the nodes of the connection graph). The only symmetric solutions that have been proposed are, not surprisingly, randomized ( 3, 21, 9] ). They also rely on assumptions about the relative speed of the processes during the phase in which the processes attempt to establish communication ( 21, 9] ) or on the assumption that the scheduler is \not a real adversary", i.e. its behavior is independent from the choices made by the processes ( 3] ). Also the solution proposed in 14] can be considered as belonging to this latter category, although the randomization is not used explicitly by the process, but assumed implicitly in the scheduler. In Section 3 we will show an example of network and adversary for which any attempt of synchronization results in a livelock, for the rst three randomized algorithms mentioned above. The relation with 14] is discussed in Section 4. To our knowledge, our proposal is the rst symmetric solution to the binary interaction problem which makes no assumptions about the relative speed of the processes and it is robust wrt any proper adversary. The importance of the latter is not only theoretical, as argued in 20]: \We allow for the possibility of an adversary scheduler since we assume that the interaction we describe : : :] are only the visible part of an iceberg of complex relations about which we do not know and that we are not willing to study. We are to assume that the worst may happen, which is a very sound principle of system design.".
We also regard as a pleasant feature of our encoding the fact that it does not require the fairness assumption on the scheduler. Most of the randomized algorithms for coordination of distributed processes do require fairness, including the one in 20], but the implementations of concurrent programming languages (for instance Java) usually do not guarantee a fair scheduling policy.
The detailed proofs are omitted for lack of space. They can be found on the full version ( 18] ), available on line.
Preliminaries
In this section we recall the de nition of the -calculus with mixed choice, of the probabilistic asynchronous -calculus, and of probabilistic automata.
The -calculus with mixed choice
We consider the variant of the -calculus presented in 22]. The main di erence with the original version ( 11, 12] ) is the absence of a matching operator, and the replacement of free choice with a construct for mixed choice. In our presentation, we will use recursion instead of the replication operator, as we nd it more convenient for writing programs.
Consider a countable set of channel names, x; y; : : :, and a countable set of process names X; Y; : : :. The set of pre xes, ; ; : : :, and the set of -calculus processes, P; Q; : : :, are de ned by the following 1 Distributed means that there is neither centralized control nor shared memory. Symmetric here means that the behavior of a process does not depend on its position in the connection graph. Pre xes ::= x(y) j xy j Processes P ::= P i i :P i j xP j P j P j X j rec X P Pre xes represent the basic actions of processes: x(y) is the input of the (formal) name y from channel x; xy is the output of the name y on channel x; stands for any silent (non-communication)
action.
The process P i i :P i represents guarded choice and it is usually assumed to be nite. We will use the abbreviations 0 (inaction) to represent the empty sum, :P (pre x) to represent sum on one element only, and P + Q for the binary sum. The symbols x and j are the restriction and the parallel operator, respectively. The process rec X P represents a process X de ned as X def = P, where P may contain occurrences of X (recursive de nition). We assume that all occurrences of X in P are pre xed.
The operators x and y(x) are x-binders, i.e. in the processes xP and y(x):P the occurrences of x in P are considered bounded, with the usual rules of scoping. The alpha-conversion of bounded names is de ned as usual, and the renaming (or substitution) P y=x] is de ned as the result of replacing all occurrences of x in P by y, possibly applying alpha-conversion to avoid capture.
The operational semantics is speci ed via a transition system labeled by actions ; 0 : : :, which represent either a pre x or the bounded output x(y). This is introduced to model scope extrusion, i.e. the result of sending to another process a private ( -bounded) name.
In literature there are two main de nitions for the transition system of the -calculus, which induce two di erent semantics: the early and the late bisimulation semantics ( 12] ). Here we choose to present the second one because it is more re ned, hence more challenging for obtaining positive embedding results.
The rules for the late semantics are given in Table 1 . The symbol used in Rule Cong stands for structural congruence, a form of equivalence which identi es \statically" two processes and which is used to simplify the presentation. We assume this congruence to satisfy the associative monoid rules for j, alpha-conversion, rec X P P rec X P=X], and ( xP) j Q x(P j Q) if x 6 2 fn(Q).
Probabilistic automata, adversaries, and executions
Asynchronous automata have been proposed in 23, 25] . Here we consider a variant suitable for pa . The main di erence is that we consider only discrete probabilistic spaces, and that the concept of deadlock is simply a node with no out-transitions.
A discrete probabilistic space is a pair (X; pb) where X is a set and pb is a function pb : X ! (0; 1] such that P x2X pb(x) = 1. Given a set Y , we de ne Prob(Y ) = f(X; pb) j X Y and (X; pb) is a discrete probabilistic spaceg:
Given a set of states S and a set of actions A, a probabilistic automaton on S and A is a triple (S; T ; s 0 ) where s 0 2 S (initial state) and T S Prob(A S). We call the elements of T transition groups (in 23, 25] they are called steps). The idea behind this model is that the choice between two di erent groups is made nondeterministically and possibly controlled by an external agent, e.g. a scheduler, while the transition within the same group is chosen probabilistically and it is controlled internally (e.g. by a probabilistic choice operator). An automaton in which at most one transition group is allowed for each state is called fully probabilistic.
We de ne now the notion of execution of an automaton under a scheduler, by adapting and simplifying the corresponding notion given in 25]. A scheduler can be seen as a function which solves the nondeterminism of the automaton by selecting, at each moment of the computation, a transition group among all the ones allowed in the present state. Schedulers are sometimes called adversaries, thus conveying the idea of an external entity playing \against" the process. A process is robust wrt a certain class of adversaries if it gives the intended result for each possible scheduling imposed by an adversary in the class. Clearly, the reliability of an algorithm depends on how \smart" the adversaries of this class can be. We will assume that an adversary can decide the next transition group depending not only on the current state, but also on the whole history of the computation till that moment, including the random choices made by the automaton.
Given a probabilistic automaton M = (S; T ; s 0 ), de ne tree(M) as the tree obtained by unfolding the transition system, i.e. the tree with a root n 0 labeled by s 0 , and such that, for each node n, if s 2 S is the label of n, then for each (s; (X; pb)) 2 T , and for each ( ; s 0 ) 2 X, there is a node n 0 child of n labeled by s 0 , and the arc from n to n 0 is labeled by and pb( ; s 0 ). We will denote by nodes(M) the set of nodes in tree(M), and by state(n) the state labeling a node n.
An adversary for M is a function that associates to each node n of tree(M) a transition group among those which are allowed in state(n). More formally, : nodes(M) ! Prob(A S) such that (n) = (X; pb) implies (state(n); (X; pb)) 2 T . The execution tree of an automaton M = (S; T ; s 0 ) under an adversary , denoted by etree(M; ), is the tree obtained from tree(M) by pruning all the arcs corresponding to transitions which are not in the group selected by . More formally, etree(M; ) is a fully probabilistic automaton (S 0 ; T 0 ; n 0 ), where S 0 nodes(M), n 0 is the root of tree(M), and (n; (X 0 ; pb 0 )) 2 T 0 i X 0 = f( ; n 0 ) j ( ; state(n 0 )) 2 Xg and pb 0 ( ; n 0 ) = pb( ; state(n 0 )), where (X; pb) = (n). We de ne now a probability on certain sets of executions, following a standard construction of Measure Theory. Given an execution fragment , let C = f 0 2 exec(M; ) j 0 g (cone with pre x ). De ne pb(C ) = pb( ). Let fC i g i2I be a countable set of disjoint cones (i.e. I is countable, and 8i; j: i 6 = j ) C i \C j = ;). Then de ne pb( S i2I C i ) = P i2I pb(C i ). It is possible to show that pb is well de ned, i.e. two countable sets of disjoint cones with the same union produce the same result for pb. We can also de ne the probability of an empty set of executions as 0, and the probability of the complement of a certain set of executions as the complement wrt 1 of the probability of the set. The closure of the cones wrt the empty set, the countable union, and the complementation generates what in Measure Theory is known as a -eld.
The probabilistic asynchronous -calculus
In this section we recall the de nition of pa ( 4] ). This calculus is a probabilistic extension of the the asynchronous -calculus ( 6] ), whose fundamental feature is the absence of the output prex construct, namely the continuation after an output action. This is why the calculus is called \asynchronous", although communication is modeled by handshaking. We consider a version of the asynchronous -calculus which admits the input-guarded choice (see for instance 1]), in contrast to the original version which is choiceless. In 15] it is proved that this di erence is irrelevant wrt expressiveness.
The novelty of pa is that each branch of the choice is associated with a probability. The grammar is as follows:
Pre xes ::= x(y) j Processes P ::= xy j P i p i i :P i j xP j P j P j X j rec X P In the probabilistic choice operator P i p i i :P i , the p i 's represent positive probabilities, i.e. they satisfy p i 2 (0; 1] and P i p i = 1, and the i 's are input or silent pre xes.
In order to give the formal de nition of the probabilistic model for pa , it is convenient to introduce the following notation for representing transition groups: given a probabilistic automaton The operational semantics of a pa process P is de ned as a probabilistic automaton whose states are the processes reachable from P and the T relation is de ned by the rules in Table 2 . In order to keep the presentation simple, we assume that all branches in Sum are di erent, namely, if i 6 = j, then i :P i 6 j :P j 2 . Furthermore, in Res and Par we assume that all bound variables are distinct from each other, and from the free variables.
The Sum rule models the behavior of a choice process. Note that all possible transitions belong to the same group, meaning that the transition is chosen probabilistically by the process itself. Res models restriction on channel y: only the actions on channels di erent from y can be performed and possibly synchronize with an external process. The probability is redistributed among these actions. Par represents the interleaving of parallel processes. All the transitions of the processes involved are made possible, and they are kept separated in the original groups. In this way we model the fact that the selection of the process for the next computation step is determined by a scheduler. In fact, choosing a group corresponds to choosing a process. Com models communication by handshaking. The output action synchronizes with all matching input actions of a partner, with the same probability of the input action. The other possible transitions of the partner are kept with the original probability as well. Close is analogous to Com, the only di erence is that the name being transmitted is private to the sender. Open works in combination with Close like in the standard (asynchronous) -calculus. The other rules, Out and Cong, should be self-explanatory. 2 Without this assumption we would need to de ne transition groups to be multisets instead of sets. Table 2 : The late-instantiation probabilistic transition system of the pa -calculus. In Par we assume that it the argument of i is bound then it does not occur in Q.
Previous example shows that the expansion law does not hold in pa . This should be no surprise, since the choices associated to the parallel operator and to the sum, in pa , have a di erent nature: the parallel operator gives rise to nondeterministic choices of the scheduler, while the sum gives rise to probabilistic choices of the process.
An example of binary interaction problem
In order to illustrate the di culty of implementing the mixed choice construct in presence of adversary schedulers, we show an example of network and scheduling policy which produce a livelock in the algorithms of 3, 9]. An example of livelock can be constructed for 21] in a similar way.
We start by recalling the algorithm proposed by 3]. The one in 9] is an extension of the same algorithm to the case of multiway interaction. We adopt the presentation of 9] which is more rigorous.
In the algorithm, each possible binary interaction is associated to a variable which ranges over 0 and 1. The variable can be accessed only by the processes interested in the interaction, via a test-and-set function of the following kind:
TEST&SET(X; op; op 0 ) which means: read the value of X. If it is 0, then apply op to X. Otherwise, apply op 0 . In both cases, return the value of X before the operation. These actions (read and set) are meant to be executed atomically, i.e. as an indivisible sequence. Originally, all variables are set to 0. The code executed by each process interested in interacting is shown in Table 3 . The idea is that each process P ready to interact chooses randomly one of the possible interactions, and tests the corresponding variable X. If X is 0 then P sets it to 1 and waits for a while. Then P tests X again. If the value has changed (to 0), meaning that the partner has chosen the same interaction, then the interaction is started. Otherwise, P resets X to 0 and tries a new interaction, possibly with a di erent partner. On the contrary, if at the rst test X was 1, then it means that the partner is willing to interact. In this case P sets X to 0 to signal to the partner its positive response, and starts the interaction.
1. while trying do f 2.
randomly choose an interaction; let X be the associated variable /* else try another interaction */ g 9. g Table 3 : The algorithm for binary interaction proposed in 3].
We show now that the algorithm can produce a livelock. Consider a network consisting of three parallel processes A, B, and C, connected in the way illustrated in Figure 2 .1. The scheduler selects a process, say A. Assume, without loss of generality, that A chooses the interaction A{B. Then A sets the corresponding variable to 1 (Figure 2. 3) and waits. At this point, the scheduler selects the process which does not have any adjacent variable set to 1, in this case C. Assume, without loss of generality, that C chooses the communication C{B, sets the corresponding variable to 1 ( Figure   2 .5) and waits. At this point, since we are are not constrained by any assumption about the relative execution time, we can assume that the scheduler has been very slow in executing C, so that the timeout of A has expired. Then A is selected again, and it must reset the variable to 0 and go back to the initial state (Figure 2.6 ). The same is done with C (Figure 2.7) . Finally, the scheduler selects the process which has not been executed so far, in this case B. This is to ensure fairness (i.e. that we have a livelock even in presence of the fairness assumption). The nal situation, represented in Figure 2 .8, is symmetric to Figure 2 .2. Hence these operations can be repeated again and again, thus creating a livelock.
Encoding into pa
In this section we de ne a uniform, compositional translation from to pa . For the sake of simplicity we assume that the same channel cannot be used as both input and output guard in the same choice construct. This assumption makes the encoding simpler, and it does not reduce the expressive power of since it is always possible to use two unidirectional channels instead of a bidirectional one.
The main di culty of course consists in encoding the choice operator. We follow an idea used by Nestmann in 14], which consists in associating a lock, initially set to true, to each choice, and then launch a parallel process for each branch. A process P corresponding to an input branch will try to get both its lock (local lock) and the partner's lock (remote lock). When P succeeds, it tests the locks: if they are both true (meaning that P has won the competition) then P sets the locks to false so that all the other processes can abort, sends a positive acknowledgment (true) to the partner, and proceeds with its continuation. The partner also proceeds when it receives the positive acknowledgment. If the local lock is false then P aborts. If the remote lock is false then P tells the partner to abort by sending it a negative acknowledgment (false).
The problem with the algorithm in 14] is that processes might loop forever in the attempt to get both locks. If the initial situation is symmetric, then it is possible to de ne a scheduler (even a fair one) which always selects the processes in the same order, and never breaks the symmetry. In 14] it is assumed that the scheduler itself has a random behavior, i.e. it selects at random which process to execute next (and in a way totally independent from the history of the system). As argued in the introduction, we believe that it is important to consider stronger schedulers.
In order to make the algorithm robust with respect to every scheduler (under an assumption of \proper" behavior that will be explained later), we enhance it with a randomized choice made internally by the processes involved in the synchronization. The idea is similar to the one used in 20] for solving the dining philosophers problem. The forks, in this case, are the locks. We avoid (with probability 1) deadlock and livelock by letting the processes choose randomly the rst lock. The assumption that the adversary scheduler cannot decide its strategy on the basis of the future random choices (although it has complete visibility of the past, including the past random choices) is essential here.
In the encoding we make use of some syntactic sugar: we assume polyadic communication (i.e. more than one parameter in the communication actions), boolean values t and f and an if-then-else construct, which is de ned by the structural rules if t then P else Q P if f then P else Q Q As discussed in 15], these features can be translated into a . The encoding of into pa is de ned in Table 4 . Note that all the operators are translated homomorphically except for the choice. In the encoding of the input pre x, l represents the local lock, and r represents the remote lock. The name a is used to send an acknowledgment to the partner. b R then lf j rt j xhr; a; yi else lf j rf j af Table 4 : The encoding of into pa . " stands for a small positive real number (smaller than 1).
Note that in the encoding of the input-pre x the top-level choice is a blind choice (1=2 : : : + 1=2 : : :). This means that the process commits to a lock before knowing whether it is available.
It can be proved that this commitment is essential for the termination of the algorithm. The distribution of the probabilities, on the contrary, is not essential for termination. However, this distribution a ects the e ciency (i.e. how soon the synchronization protocol will converge). In the top-level choice it is better to split the probability as evenly as possible (hence 1=2 and 1=2). In the inner choices it is better to give more chances to the rst branch (hence the assumption that " is a small number). Actually, the best solution would be to give priority to the rst branch, so that the rst branch would always be selected whenever the corresponding guard is enabled. The priority choice could be easily implemented in language like Java. However, there is no such construct in the (asynchronous) -calculus and its introduction would make the semantics rather complicated.
Correctness of the encoding
In order to assess the correctness of the translation of into pa , we consider a probabilistic extension of the notion of testing semantics proposed in 16, 2] . This extension has the advantage of being probabilistically \reasonable", i.e. sensitive to deadlocks and livelocks with non-null probability. Furthermore, in testing semantics all communications are internalized (except the one used by the observer to declare success), and this spares us from the problem, discussed in 13], which arises with semantics like bisimulation, barbed bisimulation, and coupled bisimulation, even in their weak and asynchonous versions. With these semantics the kind of encoding we use for choice cannot be correct, because they are sensitive to the output capabilities. Since a choice is translated as the parallel composition of the branches, an output guards which looses the competition disappears in the original process, but in the translated process it remains still active (although not able to synchonize with any other process), and it causes the presence of an output barb.
Let us recall brie y the key concepts for testing semantics. An observer O is a -calculus process able to perform a special action ! (success). We assume this action to be di erent from all those performed by tested processes. Given a -calculus process P and an observer O, an interaction between P and O is a maximal ( nite or in nite) sequence of transitions starting from P j O: P j O = Q 0 ?! Q 1 ?! Q 2 ?! : : :
Maximal means that the sequence is either in nite, or the last state is not able to make any further transition.
We say that P may O i there exists an interaction such that Q i ! ?! for some i. We say that P must O i for every interaction there exists i such that Q i ! ?!. Finally, P is testing equivalent to Q, notation P ' Q, if for every observer O, P may O i Q may O, and P must O i Q must O.
In order to state the correctness of the embedding, we need to extend the notion of testing to the pa -calculus. We propose the following extension, which, we believe, captures the spirit of testing semantics.
Testing semantics for the pa -calculus
The natural extension to pa of the concept of interaction between a process P and an observer O is an execution starting from P j O, under some adversary , and consisting only of arcs labeled by . An interaction is successful if it passes trough a state in which an ! step can be performed.
Our intended notion of successful must testing is that the probability that an interaction be successful is 1. To this end, we need to consider the probability of successful executions relatively to those executions which are interactions. We will use the standard mathematical notation for relative probability: pb(AjB) represents the probability that the event A happens, given that the event B
happens.
This notion can be formalized in two di erent, but equivalent ways:
De ne an interaction as a branch of the execution tree of P j O under some , with the property that all arcs of the branch are labeled by . Then de ne the relative probability pb( is successful j is an interaction) in the standard way, namely as pb( is an interaction^ is successful)=pb( is an interaction) Note that by de nition pb( is an interaction^ is successful) = pb( is successful).
Restrict the execution tree to contain only arcs labeled by and by !. This can be done by closing the initial process P j O wrt all the free names except !. Then de ne the relative probability pb( is successful j is an interaction) as the probability of the successful branches of this tree.
The rst solution is more elegant, but it is formally more complicated since it involves computing two measures in the execution tree. Hence we follow the second approach.
In the sequel we denote by P the process x 1 : : : x n P, where x 1 ; : : : ; x n are all the free names occurring in P. With a slight abuse of notation, we denote the execution tree of the automaton generated by P under the adversary as etree(P; ), and the set of its branches (executions) as exec(P; ).
Let P be a pa process and let O be a pa observer. An interaction between P and O is an element of exec( (P jO); ). Given an interaction of the form:
(P j O) = Q 0 ?! p0 Q 1 ?! p1 Q 2 ?! p2 : : : ;
we say that is successful if there exist i and p such that Q i ! ?! p . We denote by sexec( (P jO); ) the set f 2 exec( (P jO); ) j is successfulg. For i < j, we say that the node (labeled by) Q j is a descendant of Q i , and the step Q j ?! pj Q j is subsequent to Q i .
The following property is fundamental for de ning our notion of testing for pa : Proposition 5.1 Given an adversary , the set sexec( (P jO); ) can be obtained as a countable union of disjoint cones.
Proof For every 2 sexec( (P jO); ), let 0 be the pre x which ends at the rst i such that Q i ! ?! p . We have that C = fC 0 j 2 sexec( (P jO); )g is a set of disjoint cones (see Section 2.2 for the de nition of cone) and C2C C = sexec( (P jO); ). Countability follows from the fact that etree( (P jO); ) is nitely branching.
As a consequence of this proposition, the probability of sexec( (P jO); ) is well de ned (cfr. 
Correctness of the embedding wrt testing semantics
First of all, we need to make precise what class of adversaries our algorithm can e ort. Clearly, we wish this class to be as large as possible. Yet, we cannot allow just any adversary. The problem is related to the output actions: a malicious adversary that never schedules lb L or rb R in the de nition of x(y):P] ] l will make it impossible for processes to get the lock and therefore will force them to loop forever.
In the intended meaning of the asynchronous -calculus, however, these actions represent messages rather than processes. The idea is that they are \sent" when they reach the top-level in a parallel context, and are \received" when the handshaking with the corresponding input action takes place. Thus it is reasonable to assume that the scheduler will not delay forever the reception of a message, i.e. if an output action is in parallel with a process able to execute the corresponding input action, then the handshaking will eventually take place.
De nition 5.3 An adversary for P is proper if, whenever P evolves into a process of the form x 1 : : : x k (P 1j : : : jP n ), in which one of the P i 's is an output action on one of the channels x 1 : : : x k , if selects in nitely often a parallel process ready to execute the corresponding input action, then P i will eventually be scheduled for handshaking. Namely, P i will be in the premise of a COM or CLOSE rule. We will denote by P the class of proper adversaries.
Note that the above de nition is weaker than the notion of fair scheduler, which requires that any process which is ready in nitely often will eventually be scheduled for execution. Clearly, the fairness assumption would be su cient for our encoding, however it is not necessary. This may seem surprising, since the solution to the dining philosophers proposed in 20] requires fairness. However, a careful analysis of the algorithm in 20] reveals that the fairness assumption is used only because a philosophers who has committed to a fork does busy waiting until the fork becomes available. An unfair scheduler, hence, could keep scheduling always the same philosopher in a busy waiting loop, thus generating a livelock. If the busy wait was replaced by a suspension command (obliging the scheduler to select another process) then the fairness assumption would not be necessary. We are referring here to the rst algorithm of 20], the one which is deadlock-free and livelock-free, but not necessarily lockout-free. For lockout freedom the fairness hypothesis cannot be eliminated.
It is important to note that pa (like most process algebra) has a suspension mechanism: if a process can proceed only by performing a handshaking, then the process will suspend until the partner is ready. Furthermore the semantics of pa ensures that a scheduler is obliged to select processes which are not suspended. Note that in Table 4 the suspension mechanism is used by x(y):P] ] to acquire the rst lock. It is easy to implement such suspension mechanism in a language like Java by using the wait() and notify() mechanisms. Table 5 shows a pa -calculus implementation of the rst algorithm of 20] where we replaced the busy waiting loop on the rst fork with a suspend command. Philosophers are represented by the processes P i , where n is the number of philosophers and i 2 f0; 1; :::; ng. We use the channels R i (i 2 f0; 1; :::; ng) to denote the resources (forks) and we assume that process P i 1 is on the right of process P i and that resource R i 1 is between processes P i and P i 1 . We use the symbol to denote the sum modulo n. Proposition 5.4 The algorithm in Table 5 .2is deadlock-free and livelock-free wrt any scheduler.
The proof is similar to the correctness proof in 23] for the algorithm of Lehmann-Rabin for the dining Philosophers ( 20] ). The main di erence is that we have to replace the assumption of fairness for the scheduler with the assumption that the scheduler is proper.
Another important ingredient of the proof of correctness for the encoding is that at any point of the execution of P] ] a lock cannot be involved in more than one wait-chain. This is fundamental because the algorithm of 20] is not livelock-free if the connection graph (where the forks are the nodes and the philosophers are the arcs) contains two di erent non-disjoint cycles, not even under the fairness hypothesis (cfr. 5]).
Lemma 5.5 Let P be a -calculus process. Let be any adversary, and let be an execution of P] ]
wrt . For any point of , consider the graph which has as nodes the locks, and as adjacent arcs of l the processes which are capable of executing an input action on l. Then, for each l, there is at most one cycle which contains l.
Note that the graph described in previous lemma evolves dynamically because a process may die (thus eliminating the corresponding arc) and because a lock may get communicated to a new process (thus creating a new arc).
We are now ready to state our main result. ; ) j succ( )g) = 1. Given an interaction of P j O, we can mimic the same steps up to the point in which a synchronization involving some choice processes occurs. Suppose that P 1 ; : : : ; P n are the processes involved in the synchronization. For each pair P i ; P j which can synchronize, we know that the interaction (in the original process) will be successful. The risk is that P 1 ] ]; : : : ; P n ] ] will loop forever in the synchronization protocol. This will happen only if none of the processes P 1 ] ]; : : : ; P n ] ] will ever be able to acquire both the local and the remote lock. However, we can show that this situation has only probability 0. In fact, after the actions of the form x(r; a; y) (see Table 4 ) have been executed (synchronized with their corresponding output actions), we are in the situation in which several parallel processes compete, pairwise, on the same locks. Consider the graph described in Lemma 5.5. By previous proposition, we know that each connected component contains at most one cycle. The proof then proceeds, for each connected component, similarly to the proof of deadlock and livelock freedom of the algorithm in 20].
The following corollary, which is an immediate consequence of the above theorem, states correctness in the standard process algebra sense.
Corollary 5.7 For every -calculus processes P and Q, if P] ] ' P Q] ] then P ' Q.
Note that the viceversa (full abstraction) does not hold: This is due to the fact that, if we allow arbitrary observers in pa , then we can distinguish P] ] and Q] ] by using observers which interact directly with their actions, i.e. without following the synchronization protocol enforced by the algorithm.
Reasonable semantics
We end this section by showing that our notion of testing semantics is \reasonable" in the sense of 17]. Let us rst de ne formally this notion for the -calculus 3 : Given a set of visible actions A, and a process P, de ne Obs A (P ), the observables of P, as the collection of all the maximal weak traces of P projected on A, namely, the sequences of A actions in the executions of P. More formally, de ne P =) Q as P ?! Q, P =) Q as P =) R =) S =) Q for some R and S, and P s =) Q as P =) R s =) Q for some R. A sequence of transition is maximal (execution) if it is either in nite or if it is of the form P s =) Q and there are no outgoing transition from Q. In both cases we will use the notation P s =). Given a sequence of actions s, de Further, let P # (P converges) represent the fact that there are no in nite executions of the form P s =) with s A = , We say that a semantic relation is reasonable wrt A whenever if P Q then P #, Q #^P #) Obs A (P ) = Obs A (Q)
In 17] the notion of reasonable semantics is used to formalize an impossibility result (there exists no uniform encoding of in the asynchronous -calculus preserving a reasonable semantics). In that case, the set of actions A considered for the reasonability criterion was a set of output actions that processes would perform to signal a special decision (the election of a leader). As such, it would appear only a nite number of times in an execution, and would not be used as guards in choices with two or more branches. All the above de nitions can be extended naturally to pa . In particular, we will use the notation P s =) p to represent an execution such that pb( ) = p (and s is the sequence of visible actions in ), and de ne Obs A (P ) = fs A jthere exists an adversary 2 P for P^P s =) p 2 exec(P; )^p > 0g
We are now ready to show that the testing relation used in Theorem 5.6, even the must testing alone, is reasonable:
Proposition 5. 
